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Abstract-A new approach to the modeling of short-channel MOSFETs in the triode region is proposed.
A system of equations for an accurate quasi-l-D-formulation of the current transport in MOSFETs is
presented. A highly accurate description of the local normal effective field-dependent surface mobility is
included. The mobility degradation due to the parallel field is modeled by a hyperbolic formula for
P-channel and by Jaggi’s expression for N-channel MOSFETs. The mobility models are examined by
comparing with several experimental data. The system includes a precise modeling of the inversion layer
charge and surface potential, and it is valid in both weak and strong inversion. Using novel approaches
an approximate solution in the triode region is derived analytically. The obtained expressions for the
current are explicit. An error analysis of the analytical current models is carried out by comparing with
a numerical solution of the starting quasi-l-D-formulation. As a result of the error analysis the simplest
final expression for the drain current is proposed. Some further extensions of the model are noted.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to non-uniform
scaling of the supply voltages
and dimensions, high normal and parallel fields occur
in modern MOSFETs. These fields affect significantly
the carrier mobilities. Due to 2-D and 3-D effects and
field dependent mobilities it is more complicated to
model analytically the short-channel MOSFETs. In
addition it is necessary to model precisely the channel
charge (due to thin oxides), to take into account the
real doping profile and the source and the drain series
resistances. In this paper we will not give a model for
all operating regions, which includes all previous
effects. It is not possible to derive exactly such an
analytical model. On the other hand, there are several
approximate models with empirical fitting parameters
in the literature[ 1,2]. We restrict ourselves to the local
normal and parallel field-dependent mobility and to
the precise modeling of the inversion layer charge. In
this paper these effects are included precisely in
the drain current model using novel analytical
approaches. For the sake of simplicity, a homogeneously doped substrate is assumed in the present
model.
In Section 2 the modeling of the inversion layer
charge and the surface potential is discussed in detail.
The mobility models for simultaneous normal and
parallel fields are examined. The drain current model
in the triode region is derived in Section 3, where an
error analysis and discussion about the qualitative
behaviour of the model are carried out. Further
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extensions of the presented
briefly in Section 4.
2.

model are considered

MODELING OF THE RELEVANT PHYSICAL
QUANTITIES

In this section the analysis of the charge and the
mobility in the inversion layer is given. These quantities directly contribute to the drain current. We
assume a homogeneously doped substrate with a
donor concentration Na. In the triode region gradual
channel approximation
(G.C.A.) and “capacitive
formula” are valid

(lb)
where x, y are the coordinates normal and parallel to
the Si-Si02 interface and E,T, Ey are the normal and
parallel electric field in the channel. We assume
Maxwell-Boltzmann
(MB) statistics for electrons in
the inversion layer for the moment. Using eqns (1a,b)
and integrating Poisson’s equation (from surface
toward the bulk) we obtain in weak and strong
inversion after comparison with Gauss’s law:
V+cps-UBS

uos-V,,-I’-cp,=D

[
-UT+

“rexp(T)ll;2

(2)

Here are: VFB flat-band voltage; V potential difference
between quasi-Fermi
level for electrons in the
inversion layer and Fermi level in the source; qa
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Fermi-barrier in the bulk; ppsrelative surface potential;? D = J-/CO,
C,, = c,,/t oI, t,, oxide thickness; U, thermal voltage and CJGs, U,, supply
voltages. ‘ps can be calculated for a given V, U,, and
Ules from the implicit eqn (2) using some efficient
numerical approach. The expression (2) is consistent
with the well known definitions of the operating
regions and the theoretical threshold: ~a < cps< 2~,
weak inversion,

u,,= u,= VFB+ 2e, + D&P, -

cps=&b-=

UBS
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threshold and 2~, < ‘ps strong inversion. In modern
MOS-devices with thin oxides the carrier concentration in the inversion layer is very high. It is comparable to the quantum states density for electron gas.
Since MB approximation
is no longer valid it is
necessary to take into account the Fermi-Dirac (FD)
statistics[3-51. Using FD distribution for electrons
(and MB distribution for the majority carriersholes) it is straightforward to derive an equation
analogous to eqn (2) (following the classic approach
for
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Charge modeling

The exact model for mobile charge in the inversion
layer is given in integral form[6-101, which totally
prevents any analytical calculation. In this paper the
following approximation is assumed (Q, is the absolute charge value/cm2):
VFB- v-4’s
-@‘+(P,-
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Fig. I. (a) Relative surface potential calculated
using FD
eqn (3a,b) and MB eqn (2) statistics vs effective gate voltage.
I,, = 10 nm, IV’s= 10” cm-j, T = 300 K, Ugs = 0, V = 0.(b)
Percent error in inversion layer charge density per cm* vs
effective gate voltage.

(3b)

where E,,, E,, are positive voltage equivalents for
conduction band edge and intrinsic level deep in the
bulk and F,/, is a Fermi integral of order 3/2.

Q,=G(Ucs--

1

V + cps - UBi,,- UT

Uas- G).

(4)

Brews showed in Refs [6,8] that eqn (4) with eqn (2)
is a very accurate approximation in weak and strong
inversion. It is interesting to investigate the influence
of the estimation error of cps on the physical quantities in MOSFET in order to know whether we need
to use the complex formula (3a,b) in place of eqn (2)
in practice. We carried out calculations for the wide
intervals of common values for t,,,, NB, UGSr U,, and
V. An extreme case is given in Fig. 1. Figure l(a)
shows cpsvs effective gate voltage (U,,
= U,, - U,)
for MB and FD statistics in the case of a thin oxide:

tar = 10 nm. Differences arise for UGSeff
> 1 V. For
U GSCK
-- 8 V (oxide breakdown) the difference is about
4%. The corresponding difference in Qi calculated
using eqn (4) with MB and FD statistics is given in
Fig. l(b). This difference is very small in the whole
interval of UG,,. It is comparable to the error of the
approximate expression (4) itselfl8]. The result can be
explained: for a high UGScRra small variation in ‘ps
negligibly alters the value of Q, Near and under the
threshold (U,,
< 1 V) relative changes of Qi are very
sensitive to small variations in ‘ps. However, in this
case the differences between MB and FD statistics are
negligible for the common oxide thickness. It follows
that the model of the charge Qi (U,, , U,, , V) given by
eqns (2) and (4) is accurate enough for practical
applications. Consequently, if the carrier degeneracy
in the inversion layer is taken into account, the
analysis and the calculations carried out in Refs
(6,8,11] still hold.
In the analytical modeling of MOSFETs the charge
within the depletion region under the gate Q, is
usually calculated using a rectangular approximation
of the space-charge density[5,7,9,12-141. The charge
t$ ;;y then be calculated from the total charge in Si

Qi=Qs-Q,=co(UcistWith respect to the level cps above the quasi-Fermi
electrons in the inversion layer.

Vm-V--‘ps

level for

-D&‘+c~s-UBS)

(5)
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The difference between eqns (4) and (5) is small at the
glance, but qualitative. The model (5) coupled with
eqn (2) is correct only in strong inversion:
u o&R> 00~~s > %eQi

> ‘3

u GSeR=Oorps = 2q,oQi

= 0;

u c~e,r< Oocps < 24+,-Qi

<0

error due to approximation with 2~s. In this paper
we start from the theoretical threshold voltage.
Therefore, the difference rp, - 2~, shall be taken into
account.
Mobility

(physically meaningless). However, the accurate
model (4) gives Qi > 0 for all Uo,, in weak and
strong inversion. Assuming the usual approximation
cps= 24+, from eqn (5) there follows a simple model
for the charge Q,, known from the “book models” of
MOSFETs[7,9,15]. For old technologies with thick
oxides and high supply voltages UGs, model (5) with
qs z 2~,., is satisfying in a considerable part of operating region[9]. However, for modern devices due to
thin oxides (< 20 nm) and low voltages (Q 5 V) this is
no longer valid and the ‘ps increment above 2pr, must
be included in analytical MOSFET modeling[5,16].
Comparisons between the accurate model eqn (4) and
the approximate model eqn (5) which use a calculated
cpsor 29, have practical importance. A typical example is given in Fig. 2. Model (5) with cps calculated
from eqn (2) has a small error in region U,,,>
1 V,
while for U,,, < 0.2 V the error is large. The
approximation by 2~, leads to a systematic positive
error in the charge for U,,, > 1 V (the error is 20%
1 V, 5 + 10% for 5V). In the region
for cl,,,=
U GSeff-c 1 V the approximation by 2~, is poor in case
of thin oxide. The calculations carried out for other
common values V, Na, U,, give similar results. It is
important to point out that in all above considerations Cl, is the theoretical threshold voltage
(cps= 2~~). A threshold voltage determined by a
usual linear extrapolation of experimental data is
100 t 200 mV higher than the theoretical value[5]. By
including this in the model, it can “compensate” the
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modeling

We restrict ourselves to room temperature and
strong inversion. At first let us discuss the influence
of the normal field. The parallel field is low and the
carriers are in equilibrium with the lattice (surface
ohmic mobility-p,).
The surface mobility may be
expressed in strong inversion as a function of one
local quantity-the
effective normal field:

+-

1-Y
Y

DJV+cps--ES-UT

The A(&,)-concept
follows necessarily from the
quantum carrier distribution in the inversion layer
and is well in use in the physical modeling of MOSdevices today[2,16]. The common value for y is
4[4,17-191. An approach with general y allows a
proper description of electron and hole mobilities at
77 K and at room temperature[20]. The very first
model for ps was given by Schrieffer in Ref. [21].
After some approximations this model reduces to (in
the effective field concept)
Irs(E,)=c8/(l

+~,e)

(8)

= J&s

where 6 is a fitting parameter;
Schwarz-Russek’s[17,25]
PSVLT) = ~a

0.01
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10.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of the channel charge density per cm* c&ulated using approximate eqn (5) and “true” formula (4) vs
effective gate voltage. ‘ps is calculated using eqn (2).
N, = 10’7cm-3, T = 300 K, V = 0, UBs= 0.

(7)

where pr, is the mobility related to surface phonons
and a is a parameter for fitting the experimental
ps(Exs) data. For high fields the classical model eqn
(7) gives: h N E& However, for high fields (due to
quantum broadening of the inversion layer) experimental data show: ps _ E,& B E (j,1)[3,4,17,221. So,
eqn (7) predicts a more emphasized decreasing of
the surface mobility than the experimental data
show. There are a few models in the literature,
which describe well the “universal” curve ps(Exerr):
empirical Yamaguchi’s[2,23,24]
ML)

1
2
3

(6)

>

1

+2

classic-quantum

EM
a 1 + bE;& >

(9)

with fitting parameters a, b and other models[4,19].
Experiments show that ps(Ex,) is a reproducible
characteristic in strong inversion (Figs 3 and 4),
independent of the oxide thickness[3,5,19]. The characteristic p,(E,)
is weakly dependent on the bulk
doping due to screening of the ionized impurities (the
carrier concentrations are very high in the inversion
layer)[l8]. Therefore, the reduction of pa due to
scattering caused by the bulk impurity ions (often

926
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taken into account in numerical simulations of MOSdevices[23,25-271) is not appropriate for the description of the inversion layer. The influence of the fixed
oxide charge (and interface trapped charge) on ps,
modeled in Ref. [ 171 (empirically in Ref. [18]), is
important for high-quality technologies only at small
u oSeeand in subthreshold region. It will not be taken
into account here (the prerequisite for eqn (9)). We
propose a new parameter set for the presented models
in (100) surface at 300 K: electrons psn = 1100 cm2/Vs
(close to values given in Refs [4,17,27,28]), holes
pap = 355 cm2/Vs. For Yamaguchi’s eqn (8)

I
350

1

-

S&wars-Russek‘s

-- - - --

Yamaguchi’s

‘;;

-

model (9)

model (8)

classical model (7)

250

a,, = 1.45 x 10e5 cm/V,
S, = 3.2 x 1O-5 cm/V.
For Schwarz-Russek’s

Fig. 4. Comparison between calculated hole suface ohmic
mobility and experimental data.

eqn (9)

a, = 8.6 x 10’ cm/s,
b, = 4.47 x 10-4(cm/V)2/3,
ap = 1.3 x lO’cm/s,
b, = 5.7 x 10-4(cm/V)2/3.

Comparisons between eqns (7), (8), (9) and several
experimental data from the literature are made in
Figs 3 and 4. The classical model eqn (7) agrees
with experiments
at lower EreR, which gives
a, = 2.3 x lo* cm/s, ap = 4.2 x lO’cm/s,
while at
higher E,ve,a functional discrepancy occurs. Models
(8) and (9) agree well with experimental data.
The inversion layer mobility is usually modeled at
simultaneous high normal and parallel fields starting
from some bulk mobility model ~(p,, E,., u,,) where
E, is the field in the current direction, p0 is the ohmic
mobility and u,~ is the saturation velocity. Hence, p0
is replaced by the ohmic mobility in the inversion
layer us:
L’d V&r,

E,. ) =

P (Ps (LR),

E,

7 usat )

. e,, .

(10)

Such approach is widely in use for analytical[2,12,29]
and numerica1[23,25-271 MOSFET modeling. It has
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Fig. 3. Comparison between calculated electron surface
ohmic mobility and experimental data.

a correct asymptotic behaviour: at low E, follows
p-+ps(E,,,)-the
condition for the measurement of
ps; at high E, follows rd+t’,,, independent of ExeK.
However, there exists no evidence for the correctness
of such approach at medium E, fields. In this paper
we shall discuss the hyperbolic mode1[2,12,30]
1 + F.Er]].Ev

ps(E,,,)

v,, =
{

(11)

i[

and the model proposed by Jaggi in the form (10)
ad = {[2+s(E,.)]/[

1 +/7@$7]}%

(12)
Jaggi’s model is derived theoretically for bulk Si ([26]
and Refs therein) and agrees well with the experimental data for bulk Si in directions (111) or (110) at
room temperature[22]. We shall examine eqn (10) for
hyperbolic and Jaggi’s model by comparing with the
ud(ExeR,E,) experimental data given in Ref. [28]Fig. 5. For ps the model (8) is assumed with parameters given above. There are discussions about the
value for u,, in the inversion layer[23,28,31]. At very
high E, the carriers have a large average energy and
the inversion layer becomes broad-population
of
higher (wider) subbands occurs. The carriers interact
more with bulk-phonons than with surface-phonons.
Consequently,
we assume a value for bulk Si:
v,,~,,= 1.04 x lO’cm/s. At low E,. (2.6 kV/cm) the
model (12) predicts well ud, because ps is appropriate
(Fig. 3). At high fields (41.6 kV/cm) eqn (12) agrees
with experimental vd, which suggests a proper choice
of %” At medium fields the experimental vd is higher
than calculated (for eqn (12) the error is 8% at
E,,.= 10.4 kV/cm). A proper explanation is carrier
heating due to E,.[17]. The inversion layer becomes
broader, ps increases and vd increases too. It follows
that the form (10) is not correct. A better physical
approach is to put ps[Exeff,T,(E,)] in place of
ps(EXeR),where T, is the carrier “temperature”. However, we believe Jaggi’s model (12) describes the
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electron mobility in the inversion layer accurately
enough for analytical modeling (max error < 10%).
For the hyperbolic model (11) the error is larger,
because the error due to “soft saturation” is added to
the error due to carrier heating (E, = 10.4 kV/cm,
25 + 30%). The hyperbolic model is inappropriate
for electrons, but we believe it is accurate enough for
holes[26]. Consequently eqn (12) will be used for
N-channel devices, while eqn (11) for P-channel
devices. Note, in Refs [17] and [28] a good fitting of
the experimental a,(&,,, E,) data used above was
given, but using those models does not enable an
analytical calculation of the drain current. However,
Jaggi’s model (12) makes this possible (Section 3).
Formulation of the current equations
There are two equivalent approaches to the calculation of the current density: either as a sum of a drift
and a diffusion component or using a quasi-Fermi
level. Using the first approach the drain current
may be expressed in the quasi-l-D-formulation
as
[11,14,32]
In = - l+‘p(Exd,

Ey)QiJJy
- f+‘~(&~,Ey)f$

(13)
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dependent on the models for Qi and cps. In this paper
rp, is determined by the solution of Poisson’s equation
(2), while Qi is given empirically by eqn (4).
The relative difference between currents in eqns (13)
and (14) may be obtained
analytically
as:
&p&V - Ur/Qi*aQi/aV. For the model (4) with eqn
(2) the numerical calculations have shown that this
difference is small in strong inversion. It vanishes in
the deep subthreshold region. For the model (5) with
eqn (2) the difference is large in the region
u oseB< 1 V[22]. In the formulation
proposed in
Ref. [6]: (ps(V = 0) is determined by eqn (2), while
Qi(Cps, V) and cps(V > 0) are given by eqn (4) and
with the condition that eqn (13) is identical to eqn
(14). This approach differs slightly from ours in
practice. The model (14) has a simpler form than eqn
(13) and will therefore be used henceforward. Using
driving force instead of E,, in the expressions for the
mobility degradation due to parallel field is a physically better approach[26]. As we neglect carrier heating the driving force is reduced to the gradient of the
quasi-Fermi level, aV/ay. Hence, eqn (14) is used with
p(E,,, E,,) replaced by p(E&, av/ay). This substitution simplifies eqn (14) considerably. The boundary
conditions are

and using the second as[6]

V(0) = 0;

1, = R’cL(&B, E,,Qig

(14)

where W is a channel width and D is a diffusion
coefficient. The parallel field at the surface is:
E, = -aV/ay .( 1 + d&dV)
(the surface potential
for the reference level E,, is V + cps- Vas). The
approaches (13) and (14) are generally not equivalent,

10

Ey WV/cm)
t

V(L,,) = CJ,,

(15)

where Lti is an effective channel length. The potential
difference between the source and the drain channel
end is cp,(L,) - q,(O) + Uns, which differs from U,,
(discussed in detail in Ref. [6]). Although eqn (14) has
the well known drift form at a glance, the system
(2) (4) (14) (15) assumes both drift and diffusion current components and is valid both in weak and strong
inversion. Note that, assuming a deep subthreshold
operation point, after some approximation, it can be
reduced to the well known long-channel subthreshold
current expression[7,15].
3. DRAIN CURRENT IN THE TRIODE

REGION

The current in the triode region is determined by
system of eqns (2) (4) (14), boundary conditions (15)
and mobility models (11) or (12), with ps given by
eqns (7), (8) or (9).
Hyperbolic mobility model
Replacing eqn (11) for p in eqn (14) (with E,
replaced by aF/ay), after integration and using eqn
(15) we obtain
z

wcokl
4
L CR 1 + l_k&e.,Lefr)l~2

_

D0

where

!‘!‘!l!‘,!!‘,‘!‘!‘!!:‘ll:lll:!!!’!’~

0

50

106

(16)

150

-Serf WV/a)

Pig. 5. Comparison between calculated drift and experimental data given by Cooper and Nelson[28] (0), 300 K,
surface (lOO),direction [Oll]. Jag&s model eqn (12) -;
hyperbolic model eqn (11) - - -.

1,

=

s

““Ps(ExeR)
Qi(v + V,(V)

0

PB

co

dV

(17)

(18)
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In eqn (I 7) Q, is given by eqn (4). The integrals (17)
and (18) are generally not solvable. This has been
overcome usually by taking ps out of the integral and
ps dependent
on terminal
using an “average”
voltages[ 1,12,29,33,34].
Using
the local classical
model (7) with E, at the surface a closed solution of
the integral
(17) may be obtained[l3,30,35,36].
The local models in the effective field concept
are applied in novel papers: the classic model (7)
in Refs [16,37,38], Yamaguchi’s
expression
(8)
(approximately)
in Ref. [2]. In this paper a novel
approach
is proposed
based on the polynomial
expansion:

For Z, there follows:

=

b=C7
j-0

- UT+ (i,exp(y)-J2

(20)

cp5 depends on Ucs , Uos. UBs, but not on V. The local
potential cpsoJ) decreases monotonically
from source
to drain (Appendix A). Consequently,
by putting (~5
in the place of cps~) the potential ‘ps is underestimated near the source and overestimated
near the
drain. For Q, the opposite is valid. These opposite
errors partially compensate each other by integration
of eqn (17). Using cps = (~3 and the series (19) reduces
eqn (17) to:

x Wkl~d

‘\=cY--- L!av
)_”

’

i

I, 0
Jo

where Vy is an appropriate
JL are given by:

k

(-l)‘-kv:‘-kJk

(21)

point for I,. The integrals

-D&f+cp~-UUBS-UT)dV

(22)

z!dV’

Lb5

IS

(V - V;)ldV.

(23)

y; 0

The terms d’p,/~?V’ can analytically
be calculated
for any explicit p’s(E,Te,) model. Jk are integrals of
an algebraic
integrand
and are easily solvable.
Therefore
I,, I, and finally Zn can analytically
be
expressed to any desired accuracy. The derivatives
and integrals of higher order in eqns (21) and (23)
are very complex. Our aim is to express I, and
I2 sufficiently
accurate
using a minimal
number
of terms in the series. Taking the first two terms
yields:

I,

V* depends solely on the supply voltages Ucs, (I,, ,
CID,. The function ~s(E_~eR) is slowly decreasing (in
strong inversion at room temperature-Figs
3 and 4)
and EreK is a slowly varying function of V (eqn (6)).
Consequently
we expect a good approximation
of
;c,( V) by taking a few first terms of the expansion
( 19). ‘ps is usually
approximated
by 29,.
In
accordance
with the considerations
in Section 2
hence qos - Ztp, is taken into account. The change of
‘ps with J’ is not regarded. ‘ps is “averaged” along the
channel in the following manner: we calculate ‘ps at
a point V = rf. U,,, where v E [O, I] and denote it as
(~5. A constant ‘ps along the channel is assumed that
equals to (p!j. From eqn (2) an equation
for (~5
follows:

~i@S/P6)

N vs(V?)
N-----JO+
P’e

-%&,‘i(J, - VTJo)

(24)

The mean-value theorem for integrals ensures the
existence of V:,V:
for which: I, =ps(Vt)J,/pB;
Z, = ps( VF)UDs/plg. These optimal points cannot be
determined
practically. We choose these points thus
the simplest form of the final expression is obtained,
namely the coefficients of the first derivative will be
eliminated:

The error in the current due to the approximations
of I, and I, may be investigated only numerically. The
current was calculated analytically by eqn (16) using
the first two (eqns (24) (25)) or three terms in
the series. Exact values where obtained by eqn (16)
using numerical
integration
of (17) and (18). By
integration
a corresponding
cps( Vk) was calculated
at each discrete point Vk E [O,U,,] [from eqn (2)].
The error in the analytical
current model results
from:
-the
approximation:
‘ps ( V) = q 1
-truncation
of the series in eqns (21) and (23)
The error analysis was carried out in the whole triode
region (in its linear part and at the boundary towards
the saturation region) and &, I,,, N, were varied in
large intervals. This error analysis shows that the
dominant error is due to the approximation
‘ps = 92.
By a fixed r] the differences between relative errors in
I,, I2 and currents calculated
using two and three
terms are at least one order less than the errors
themselves. Namely, by taking the third terms the
change in relative error was 0.5% max. On the other
hand the error in I,, I2 and current depend significantly on q. Therefore it is enough to take only the
first two terms-linear
local approximation-eqns

A physics based analytical MOSFET model
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(24) and (25). By choice (26) the simplest expression

for In is obtained:

CW

r,=(U~s-_VFB-(P5)~-~-2D

x
[

- GP:-

(U,, + ‘p: -

u*s- UT)

(Un, + (p5- u, - UrY2 - ((p5 - u, - UTY2
5

(274

1

u, - uT)3’2
- (cp;!- u,, - uTj3’*

For
U,, = 0, In = 0 holds.
In eqn (27a)
E,,,(Vt,, ii) are given by eqn (6).
Because of V: E [0, Un,/2] both points I’:, V: are
some midpoints in the channel. Actually, we have
“averaged” ps along the channel. The derived model
eqn (27a) has a form that is equivalent to the present
models in literature, which assume the hyperbolic
mobility model and some surface mobility model
dependent on terminal voltages with empirical
parameters[l2]. However, our expression is derived:
using a local linear approximation of ~s[EX,,(V)] in
the integration interval, checking the error due to
truncation of the power expansion and eliminating
the first derivative term. Note that ps(E,,) in eqn
(27a) may be any physical, temperature dependent,
local model for the surface mobility.
The substitution of (ps(V) by a constant cp:(U,,)
changes the qualitative behaviours of the Qi model.
The detailed explanations are given in Appendix A.
Here we point out that an rl in the interval 0 < 9 < 1
yields a finite UDsx and Qi( V) > 0 is ensured for all
U,, : 0 < V < U,, < UDsr, where Uossc is the classical
saturation voltage (defined by Qi(U,,ssc) = 0 - [7,9]).
For q = 1 a finite UDsr does not exist and Qi(V) > 0
holds for all V 2 0. An important consequence is
that Jk are positive in the triode region for all
9. Note that the triode region is defined with
0 d U,, < Uoss c U,,,,; U,, 2 U,, where Uoss is the
short-channel saturation voltage. Let us now discuss
the influence of q on the error in the current.
Figure 6(a) shows the current at the saturation point
calculated numerically and analytically with 2~s~
r) = 0.0,0.5 and 1.O.The boundary between the triode
and the saturation region is chosen for the comparison, because of the highest change of c+(v) along the
channel (for the calculation of saturation point see
comments in Section 4). The corresponding errors in
current are given in Fig. 6(b). An obviously “optimal” choice is q = 0.5, which gives a very small error
for Uo,, > 0.3 V. For rl = 0, cps is overestimated,
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Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between numerical and analytical
current at the saturation point. Model: hyperbolic and
eqn (9), N-channel MOSFET: L,,= 2 pm, I,, = 20 nm,
3OOK.
W = 8pm, NB = 5 x 10’6cm-3 , VFB=-0.9V,
CJi,,,
= 0 V. (b) Percent error in analytically calculated
current.
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while Ql and finally In are underestimated. At q = 1
the opposite is valid. Using 2~s the charge Qi and
therefore Z,, are significantly overestimated (similar as
in Fig. 2). We see that using c~Ljthe model becomes
more accurate than in the case with 2~,, but it
becomes necessary to solve the transcendental eqn
(20). However, this equation can be solved with
precision 0.1% in 3 t 6 iterations[22].
We propose the model (27ad) for P-channel
MOSFETs (with appropriate changes in sign of
current and potentials).

higher terms in expansions have a negligible influence
on error in current. The error depends directly on q.
Therefore the first two terms in the expansion of IX
shall be taken:

Jaggi’s mobility

Finally, for N-channel MOSFET,
is given by eqn (28) and:

model

The hyperbolic expression (11) is not quantitatively
proper for the inversion layer mobility of electronsFig. 5. A better description is given by a square-root
formula[34]. Due to difficulty to solve the corresponding integral this model was used approximately
and empirically[l,35]. Strictly speaking, by the charge
model (4) or (5) the square-root model leads to
elliptic integrals, which are not solvable in closed
form. The models applied in Refs [34] and [39] are
also proper for electrons. They enable an analytical
solution of the corresponding integrals. However,
they lead to implicit equations for the current in the
triode region. Jaggi’s model (12) describes the drift of
electrons in the inversion layer properly-Fig.
5. It
was used up to now only for numerical simulations
(for example MINIMOS 3[26], 4 and 5). It leads to
an explicit analytical expression for the drain current
as shall be shown below. Substituting eqn (12) into
eqn (14) (with E, replaced by aV/ay) we obtain a
square equation for In after one integration using eqn
(15). The physical solution is:

V: and VT are chosen such that the coefficients of the
first derivatives vanish:
(32)

[, = Ps(V+, (P5) J,;

-&I!-

PS(J%~R)/PB
QiF’+ cps(VIICodV

U,,-

A = U,, - VFB - U,, - UT

(33c)

(33d)

(334

B, = In

E

(29)

s
bs

o

UT)-2EB,-2FB,

uDs+rp?i-- UBS--UT-X,
-

uB,

-

VT

xZ-&nS+(P$-

-

(33f)

xI

uBS-

UT
(3%)

xZ-&+uBS-uT

Similarly as for the hyperbolic model henceforward
ps is substituted by eqn (19) and qs(V) by (~3. For
I, there follows eqn (21) and the approximation (24).
For Z, an expression analogous to eqn (21) is obtained, with a characteristic point VT (in the place of
VT) and the integrals

F-,=

(33a)

where

(28)

o

Ft,

PB

Wb)

where I, is given by eqn (17) and I, by

s

(P5)

where Vf, V: are given by eqn (32), Jo, J, by (27c,d)
and sO, 9, are

&

kx

r, = &(I??

PB

B, = In ’

r, =

for U,,, # 0, 1,

=

AD - x,(ucis -

vFB

@%iz
F=x,(Li,,-V,~+D2-~a)--D

+

D2

-

(Pg)

(33h)

(33i)
&iFiz

For UDs = 0, ID = 0 holds.
For 1 < 1 a finite UDSsc exists (Appendix A). A
limitation U,, < UDsw ensures that Qi > 0 holds. For

Vk

dV

UG~-VFB-(P~-V-DJV+(P~-UBS-UUT

(in the place of Jk). The integrals sk are solvable in
closed form. Z, and finally Zn can analytically be
calculated to any desired accuracy. The error analysis
has been carried out equivalently as for the hyperbolic model and gives similar results. Third and

q = 1 a finite UDsscdoes not exist and Qi > 0 holds for
all U,,. Consequently the proposed model is physitally reasonable and the obtained final functions (32),
(33a-i) (logarithms and square roots) are defined for
all U,, in the triode region and for all q. The

A physics based analytical MOSFET model
q affects the error in current similarly as
for the hyperbolic model. I3 is found to be more
sensitive to TV
than I,. However, for large Uns, where
I3 is important, the approximation of 1, is good,
which results in a small error in current. Figure 7(a)
shows the comparisons between output characteristics in the triode region calculated numerically and
analytically by eqns (28), (27c,d), (32), (33a-i). The
corresponding errors are shown in Fig. 7(b). The
error in the analytical model with (~1 vanishes for a
small Un, due to small changes in rp,(_v) along the
channel. An a priori best choice for n is 0.5. We
believe r) = 0 yields a satisfactory accuracy in
practice. Note that for n = 0, (~1 is independent of
U,,. In order to calculate the output characteristics
for a given Ucs it is necessary to solve then the
eqn (20) only one time. For q > 0, (~5 depends on
Uns and we need to solve eqn (20) at each operating
point.
VT E [U,,,/2, U,,,,] holds. Therefore Vf, VT are
some midpoints in the channel. The derived model
for the current is a bit more complex than the
present models in literature, but it is explicit:
parameter
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Fig. 7. (a) Output characteristics calculated numerically and
analytically. Model: Jaggi’s and eqn (8). Parameters for
MOSFET are the same as for Fig. 6. (b) Percent error in
analytical current.
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In( Uos, Uss, U,,). It can effectively and simply be
implemented in computer simulations because it demands only the calculation of 4 square roots and 2
logarithms per bias point.
4. THE EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL

For the proposed models (Jaggi’s and hyperbolic)
a differentiable extension into the saturation region is
derived[22]. The extension is based on the continuity
0f gd = ar,lau,,
at the boundary between the
triode and saturation region. g, may easily be calculated analytically because aJ,/XJ,,, and 8 F&J,,
follow from eqns (22) and (30) directly. However, it
is necessary to calculate analytically ap,(E,,,)/a
V
also. For q = 0 the short-channel saturation voltage
UDSs is determined by a solution of an implicit
equation (rpz depends solely on U,,). For 11> 0
the previous equation is coupled with eqn (20),
which forms a system of two implicit equations
(cpl depends on Uoss). The developed iterative
solution procedures can solve these equations in
a reasonable short computer time, especially for
q =o.
A differentiable
extension
into subthreshold
region is necessary in a complete modeling of VLSI
MOSFETs. Our starting system of equations is valid
in weak inversion (Section 2), but the final derived
current models are not valid (see Fig. 6b). An explanation is our approximation of a constant cps, because the variation of ‘ps along the channel is just
important in subthreshold region. Using an expansion of ps with respect to cps+ V, a variable cps(V)
[given with eqn (2)] may be taken into account. The
corresponding integrals are solvable in a closed form.
A unique expression for the current should be obtained in subthreshold and triode region. The final
expressions are complex and will not be presented
here.
The 2-D and 3-D effects due to source, drain and
gate depletion regions (narrow and inverse-narrow
effect and charge sharing) may be included in our
model as an empirical correction of the body factor
D[7,12,15,37]. D becomes a function of supply
voltages and some geometrical-technological
parameters. The drain-induced-barrier-lowering
effect
may be modeled approximately as a correction of the
channel length &[7,15].
A homogeneously doped bulk, which is a starting
assumption in our model, is an invalid approximation
for modern MOS-devices with multiple-implanted
bulk. It is necessary to improve the eqn (2) and the
expression for Q, in eqns (4) and (6). In addition a
new value for Vr, and a new inversion criterion (2~~)
must be introduced. Using a box-approximation
of
the doping profile (along the x-axis)[l it is possible
to carry out the procedure given in Section 3 and to
obtain an explicit drain current expression. A doping
profile transformation
proposed in Refs [37,15] is
applicable too.
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5. SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSION

10.

priori be modeled
accurately using the expressions given in Section 2. Taking
into account the accurate models for the inversion
layer mobility (at simultaneous
high normal and
parallel fields) and the charge, a physics based system
of equations for quasi- 1-D-modeling
of MOSFETs is
obtained (Section 2). An approximate,
but accurate,
analytical solution of this system is derived in the
triode region (Section 3). The derived drain current
model is explicit and suitable for computer simulations. The proposed current model:

Il.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

17.
18.

(1) Takes into account complex, highly accurate,
modeling of ps(E,,,),
without inclusion of any
unknown empirical parameter,
(2) Is based on a hyperbolic mobility model for
P-channel
and Jaggi’s model for N-channel
MOSFETs,
(3) Takes into account approximately
the difference cps - 2~~)
(4) Has the temperature
the mobility (pr,,

dependence

defined

by

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
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APPENDIX
A Qualitative

Analwis

A
of the Q, Models

,

Let us assume I/oseR > 0. It is evident: D, 2~,, C/r r 0.
From eqn (14) follows aV/ay > 0, namely V increases
monotonically
along the channel (from the source towards
the drain). For the starting Q, model (2)(4) the next theorem
follow:
(1) ‘ps decreases
monotonically,
while the surface
potential
V + qs - b’,, increases monotonically
along the
channel.
Proof: &,o~/~_v= Cq, /a V d VKJy. Differentiation

A physics based analytical MOSFET model
eqn (2) yields d&dV < 0. For the surface potential
follows: a(V + (ps)/+ = (I + d@V).
aV/ay.
It is easy
to see that 1 + Scp,/dV > 0. Consequence: Qi decreases
monotonically
along the channel (because V +cps
increases monotonically). Therefore Qi is minimal at
the drain channel end. Consequently, at first the fail
of the G.C.A. (entering into the saturation) occurs at
Y = k,.
(2) For the charge model (2)(4) a finite classical
saturation voltage Uns% does not exist (Unsr is defined by
Q,(U,,,) = 0). Proof: The theorem follows directly from
(2)(4). Namely: Uns,-t 00, Q,LT)-0
(cps+ - ~0).
From (I), (2) follows that Qi( V) > 0 holds for all Uos:
06 v< u,,.
In the analytical current model the charge Qi is given with
(4), where ‘ps is determined with eqn (20). The substitution
cps(V) with ‘pt changes qualitatively some behaviours of the
Qi model, as the next theorems show:
(3) Q, decreases monotonically along the channel.
Proof: Follows directly from (4), because V increases
monotonically, while ‘pt is constant. Consequence: Qi becomes minimal at the drain channel end, where at first the
fail of the G.C.A. occurs.
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(4) By increasing U,, : (~4 decreases for q > 0, (~5 is
constant for n = 0. while 0%+ U,. increases. Proof: Differentiation (26) yields dc~$aU~~.
For rj > 0 follows
acpl/t?U, -z 0, while for rl = 0 is a(pg = 0 (independent of
U,,).
Hence I + &pg/~W,, > 0 follows. Consequence:
Qi(L,,) decreases by increasing U,,.
(5) For tl < 1 a finite U,,
exists, while for rl = 1 it
does not exist. Proof: For r~= 1 follows evidently. For tt < 1
the proof follows after the laborious, but simple analysis of
the system (4)(20). Also q-+1, UDsac+co, (p~(UDssc)+-w
holds.
The consequence of (3), (4) and (5) is: If rl < 1 then
Q,(V)>0
holds for 0~V~U,,<U,,,.
If q=l
then
Q,(V) > 0 holds for all V 2 0. Hence, for practical calculations of the saturation voltage LIDS, an important conse-

quence follows: In the, case tl < 1, at first we need to
calculate Uosr. During an iterative procedure for the calculation of U,, a limitation 0 < U,, < Uosr ensures that the
expressions in the current model are defined. There is not an
upper limitation for q = 1: 0 < Uoss. The presented theorems are very important for proper and efficient computer
implementations of the model.

